
LIFE



Invest in a second home

that also allows you to work amidst greenery,

have a staycation,

get away from city life,

and the monotony of being within the same four walls.

LIVE IN A DOME-SHAPED HOME JUST OUTSIDE
BANGALORE, OR MADIKERI.



Looking for an eco

friendly holiday home

set in nature?

Choose the kind of dome home you want

– from a single bedroom luxury studio, and going all the way up to

four spacious bedrooms.

You could additionally choose to have an extension to give you a terraced garden too!

Depending on the type of dome house, you could choose to have a private pool or

Jacuzzi in your backyard.

Our cool-looking dome

homes are a great idea if:

- you are looking for that ideal second home to live and work in.

- you want to take a break and holidaywith your family or friends.

- you want to invest in a property that can also
generate wealthwith rental income.



Our construction is as

eco-friendly as possible.

A SPACIOUS FOUR BEDROOM UNIT

The homes are cost-

effective, disaster resistant

andmore durable than

regular constructions

A dome ensures rainwater runs

off naturally from the surface

and can better withstand strong

winds, earthquakes, and other

natural calamities, compared to

conventional construction.

Naturally

camouflaging colours

andMiyawaki forests

Energy-efficient &

Vastu compliant

construction

A UNIQUE TWO BEDROOM

UNIT

An ecology expert team first

evaluates the ecosystem in the

property, identifies and catalogs

the plants, birds, insects, mammals

and we ensure we don’t disturb

the ecological balance where we

build.

Natural water flow patterns and

pathways are mapped and

preserved.

Welcome to an eco-sustainable
wealth-generating habitat.



An ecology expert team first evaluates the ecosystem in the

property, identifies and catalogues the plants, birds, insects,

mammals and we ensure we don’t disturb the ecological

balance where we build.

Natural water flow patterns and pathways are mapped and

preserved.

www.eldomo.in

YouTube Instagram

Who are we?

We currently have three properties you can

choose from

EL Domo Lake View, 1 hour from Bangalore -

Karnataka, rentals commencing soon

EL Domo Hill View, near Doddaballapura, 1.5
hours from Bangalore – Karnataka

Slopes of Paradise, Madikeri.
Investments and Pre Launch offers are available

Don’t just believe all that we

say. Seeing is believing.

Call 735 320 1333 to book an

appointment and visit our

properties.


